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Q1) What is the only integer (whole number) that is one more than a square number and one less than a cube number?

Q2) Who was the first Tudor king, crowned in 1485?

Q3) What in the world of art is a polyptych?

Q4) Which lovable plasticine character starred alongside Tony Hart?

Q5) What is a third of three quarters?

Q6) What units are used to measure force?

Q7) Which famous Italian leader had a biscuit named after him?

Q8) What is the most abundant gas on Earth?

Q9) What kind of tradesman was the apostle Paul?

Q10) What is the last book in the Bible?

Q11) Who directed the Lord of the Rings trilogy?

Q12) Complete this saying: As dry as a...

Q13) Which is the only letter of the alphabet that doesn't appear in the name of any US state?

Q14) Which US city was originally called New Amsterdam?

Q15) What does a fletcher make?

A) A picture consisting of four or more leaves or panels    B) A brush technique   
C) A picture with four or more different textures    D) A three dimensional artwork

A) Revelation    B) Acts    C) Jude    D) Genesis

A) Spears    B) Armour    C) Arrows    D) Shields
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Q1) What is the only integer (whole number) that is one more than a square number and one less than a cube number?

Q2) Who was the first Tudor king, crowned in 1485?

Q3) What in the world of art is a polyptych?

Q4) Which lovable plasticine character starred alongside Tony Hart?

Q5) What is a third of three quarters?

Q6) What units are used to measure force?

Q7) Which famous Italian leader had a biscuit named after him?

Q8) What is the most abundant gas on Earth?

Q9) What kind of tradesman was the apostle Paul?

Q10) What is the last book in the Bible?

Q11) Who directed the Lord of the Rings trilogy?

Q12) Complete this saying: As dry as a...

Q13) Which is the only letter of the alphabet that doesn't appear in the name of any US state?

Q14) Which US city was originally called New Amsterdam?

Q15) What does a fletcher make?

26

Henry VII

A) A picture consisting of four or more leaves or panels    B) A brush technique   
C) A picture with four or more different textures    D) A three dimensional artwork
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A Quarter

Newtons

Giuseppe Garibaldi

Nitrogen

tentmaker

A) Revelation    B) Acts    C) Jude    D) Genesis

Peter Jackson

Bone

Q

New York

A) Spears    B) Armour    C) Arrows    D) Shields
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